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If you click the “Re-run database upgrade” link in Gravity Forms' System Status page, and it doesn't properly generate the
{prefix}_gf_addon_feed table, here's the likely problem: ... The “Re-run database upgrade” script is triggered by the
gform_loaded action, which likely has already run by the time plugins_loaded runs.. Backup your database; Update all your add-
ons; Update custom code ... Here is a list of the legacy tables which should no longer be used:.. This repository is just a mirror
of the Gravity Forms plugin. Please do not send pull ... Gets the form table name, including the site's database prefix. *. *
@since .... Fixed a PHP warning which occurs when the gform_form_args filter does not return an array. ... Removed the ability
to set a placeholder in the settings UI for a consent field as ... Fixed a performance issue while reading entries from the
database. ... Updated the value column in the lead_detail table to longtext to fix an issue .... This article explains the structure of
the Gravity Forms' database. The Gravity Forms tables and its fields are explained in detail. ... Defines if the feed is active or
not. ... Note: Despite of tables gf_addon_feed, gf_addon_payment_callback and gf_addon_payment_transaction are using the
gf_ prefix, they're .... This table is the main table in our database which keeps record of each entry with ... She was bogged
down by high fees that kept skyrocketing and wasn't able to get out of ... No credit card. com/jr00ck/gravity-forms-view-entries
get entry by ID. ... and it doesn't properly generate the {prefix}_gf_addon_feed table, here's the .... Is Gravity Forms not able to
repair your `gf_addon_feed` database table? If you click the “Re-run database upgrade” link in Gravity Forms' System Status
page, .... The changelog for the Wordpress Broadcast Premium add-on pack. ... WooCommerce: Fix bulk actions not working
the first time. ... Gravity Forms: Fix: Added support for the new v2.3+ database schema. v2.2 install ... Gravity Forms: Added
support for broadcasting / updating of form feeds (as per the gf_addon_feed table). d39ea97ae7 
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